One of the basic questions of Riemannian geometry is that "If two Riemannian manifolds are similar with respect to the Riemannian invariants, for example, the curvature, the volume, the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian, then are they topologically similar?". Initiated by H. Rauch, many works are developed to the above question. Recently M. Gromov showed a remarkable theorem ([7] 8.25, 8.28), which may be useful not only for the above question but also beyond the above. But it seems to the author that his proof is heuristic and it contains some gaps (for these, see § 1), so we give a detailed proof of 8.25 in [7]. This is the first purpose of this paper. Second purpose is to prove a differentiable sphere theorem for manifolds of positive Ricci curvature, using the above theorem as a main tool. 
In [16] , T. Yamaguchi obtained the same conclusion under a stronger assumption and in [9] , Y. Itokawa showed that, under the essentially same assumption except for the estimate of the constant, M has the same homotopy type as S d . (He only assumes the upper bound of K M but under the condition of Ric^ ^ d -1, the lower bound of K M is automatically derived.) But it should be remarked that in [15] , K. Shiohama proved that M is homeomorphic to S d under a weaker assumption than ours.
Finally we remark that for the diameter or the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian Λ(M), the following pinching theorem is obtained by using § 1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1 
{f\M')) and f'(M') c B δ (f(M)). From this, the normal projection P:f(M)->f'(M') can be defined ( § 5). Nextly, we see that the tangent spaces TJ(M) and T p ,f\M f ) are almost parallel, where p f = P(p) ( § 6). Using this, it can be shown that P:f(M) -+f'(M') is a diffeomorphism ( §7). For F=/
M oPo/, we estimate dF(ξ)\ ( §8). In the case when M is non compact, the diffeomorphism is given by the approximation arguments ( § 9).
Here the author would like to comment on Gromov's proof in [7] 8.25. Firstly he says that it suffices to estimate δ > 0 so that Exp is locally diffeomorphic but it really needs to estimate δ > 0 so that it is globally diffeomorphic. (We add Lemma 4.3.) Secondly P may cut the two points of /(M), for this possibility, he says "good" one can be chosen without detailed arguments. (We add Section 6.) Thirdly for the argument of the estimate of \dF(ξ)\, it needs more arguments than that given there.
Though almost all arguments owe to Gromov [7] , we give a full proof for the sake of completeness. It should be noted that the author also referred to T. Sakai [13] . §2. Definition of the embedding f:M->R
Nε
We firstly prove the Theorem 1 in the case when M is compact. Take Using this h(t) and an ε-dense, ε/10-discrete subset N[ε] = {m i }fj 1 with ε < ε 1( we define a C°° map / = /,: Λί -> 2?^' by
f£m) = (h(d M (m u m)) 9 , h(d M (m Nsi m))) .
We show that f ε is an embedding by the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 2.1. f ε has maximal rank at every point me M.
Proof. Take an orthonormal basis {ejf =1 of the tangent space T m M to M at m and choose {TO^-I 
r < r/2 and the vector u e T n M that is the unit initial vector of the minimal geodesic λ from n to p. Now we estimate g(u, t(d)). From R.C.T., we get
namely On the other hand, note that c^Cp, r(ί)) < r for 0 £ t £ d and d*(p, r(0)) Proof. Suppose that n e R Nε is a critical value of Exp. Namely there exists a curve φ) = f(m(s)) in f(M) and the normal vector field n(s) along φ) such that n = e(0) + n(0), c(0) + ή(0) = 0. From g(n(s), c(s)) = 0, we have 
. Now we define a smooth map
+ ίx, where λ(s) is the minimal geodesic from p to q in /(M).
Since
we observe
The following sublemma is crucial in the proof. Put B
SUBLEMMA. There exists a smooth map
Proof of the sublemma (cf. J. Schwartz We show that I is closed. Since the closure of Be B c^r /i{Nf{M)) is compact, there exists A > 0 such that |<2Exp| ^ A. Then for all (s, ί)
\G t (8, t)\ = \dExp-WXs, t)\ £ A-*\F t (s, t)\ = A s <oo
where G t , F t mean the derivative with respect to t.
Integrating this we get
It implies lim^supj G(s, t) exists and G(s, sup/) can be defined. It means / is closed whence the conclusion. From this sublemma, we see Exp (G(s, 1)) = x. But this contradicts the fact that Exp] β is an immersion. Therefore Exp\ Bδ{NfiM)) is a diffeomorphism.
q.e.d. § 5. Definition of the projection P
, which has an ε-dense ε/10-discrete subset
We define /' for M' in the same way as / for M. From the definition of / and /' we get
The last inequality follows from the fact \h'(t)\ = 0 if t^ r. Therefore we see 
10 \ r I where u', u t are the unit initial vector of the minimal geodesic from n, ϊ(t) to p f respectively. This implies
Since |Λ'(ί)| > 3/r for <e [3r/8, 5r/8], and 3r/8 ^ d^ίp', r(ί)) ^ 5r/8,
Combining this with the fact that there exists c 7 > 0 such that which is obtained by the same method as Section 3-(i), we get, using the method similar to Section 4-(ii),
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.2, we get These two estimates imply the conclusion.
For simplicity, we define some constants. For the later purpose, we introduce a new parameter σ > 0. For fixed σ > 0, we put
In the later parts, we denote by B τ {p) the ball with radius τ and centered p in R Nε and ΰf (p) is the τ-neighborhood of p in Q with respect to the induced metric of a subset Q in R N *. Let P: R Nε ->T p f(M) be the normal projection.
(ii) The position of/(AT) and T p f(M). 
Proof Suppose that B(t)Γ)f(M) contains another point q.
Let n be the unit vector normal to
Then this lemma follows from the following elementary fact. In general, let B be the ball in euclidean space with the radius α, tangent to an affine subspace H at p. If we take a point q e H with d(p, q) <I α/6 (6 ^ 1000), then d(q, q f ) <^ α/6 2 , where </ is a point of dB which projects normally on q.
q.e.d. 
Let JEf p , be the plane through // parallel to TJ(M) and 
On the other hand, from
Therefore, since Lemma 6.2 can be applied,
It is a contradiction. Note that d{p, r) <Ξ d(p, g) and // := <£ (n, pg). Therefore,
On the other hand, since f(M) c BJf'(M')) and P(p) = P(q) = p 7 ,
This is a contradiction. q.e.d.
(ii) P\f( M ) is an immersion. It sufficies to show the following. 
By the argument similar to Lemma 4.1,
Nextly, let x(s) be the curve on f(M) with x(0) = ξ and put y(s) = P(x(s)).
Then it can be written as x(s) -y(s) = £(s)n(s), where n(s) is the unit normal vector field along y(s). Since ξ -dP(ξ)
where P f is the normal projection to T p ,f'(M f ). From this,
We recall Lemma 4. (F(B ι U B 2 ) ). Since the proof of this lemma is elementary but complicated, so we only give here an outline and the detailed proof is left over to Section 14. It seems to be able to prove more easily.
Proof. Firstly, we estimate \df(ξ) -df'(I(ξ))\. From the definition,

\df(ξ) -df'(I(ξ))f = Σ (h'(Q Σ atjξj -h\t[) Σ <^Y
From Lemma 12.1, F is volume decreasing. With To show the first inequality, we observe that the arguments of the equality case of the volume comparison theorem in [8] can be modified to the near-equality case. So we find K M is close to 1 on much part. From this, using Rauch's comparison theorem, we see \dF\ is close to 1 on much part. § Hereafter we denote by Γ p , g the minimal geodesic from p to q. (ii) Proof of Theorem 3. We take a, ε > 0, which satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1. For δ Ί = ε /2, take δ 8 > 0 satisfying δ 8 <; min ((l/2)6 J (^7/10)ω^1, α/10). Let {p<} and a > 0 be the same as in Lemma 13.1. From Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that there exists From this, we have 
It is a contradiction. 
where z is the mid point of the minimal geodesic from F(pϊ) to F(p 2 ). These inequalities imply that
Note that the second term of A 2 can be small if we take sufficiently small δ 10 
It is a contradiction, ε/10-discreteness of {F(p i )} follows immediately from Claim 2 with a <: ε 2 /10. q.e.d.
Corollary follows from the above and the following two theorems. We firstly take constants which satisfy the following.
-δX δ Λ < -. Proof of Claim 1. Since
From the Fubini's theorem,
q.e.d.: Claim 1.
For v e D[δ 3 , δ u , δ 15 ], put ϊ(t) = exp m ίy and f(0 = exp p tl-\v). Let (resp. E/^ί)) (1 ^ / ^ rf -1) be the linearly independent parallel vector fields along tv (resp. tl'Xυ)) which is perpendicular to v (resp. I~\v)). roof of Claim 2. It is an easy consequence of the following two inequalities, 
